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RESEARCH ARTICLE
GTP HYDROLYSIS

Characterization of the Intrinsic and
TSC2-GAP–Regulated GTPase Activity
of Rheb by Real-Time NMR
Christopher B. Marshall,1,2 Jason Ho,1 Claudia Buerger,1,2 Michael J. Plevin,1,2
Guang-Yao Li,1,2 Zhihong Li,1,2 Mitsuhiko Ikura,1,2* Vuk Stambolic1,2*
(Published 27 January 2009; Volume 2 Issue 55 ra3)

INTRODUCTION

Rheb is a conserved, ubiquitously expressed, small guanosine triphosphatase (GTPase) that belongs to the Ras superfamily and has homologs
in yeast, fungi, slime mold, fruit fly, zebra fish, and mammals (1–3). Genetic and biochemical studies have firmly established Rheb as a molecular switch that acts immediately downstream of a protein complex
consisting of the products of the tumor suppressor genes tuberous sclerosis complex 1 (TSC1) and TSC2 (4–8). Mutations in these genes are associated with tuberous sclerosis, a disorder characterized by benign tumors
(hamartomas) that affect the brain, kidneys, skin, heart, and lungs (9, 10).
In the guanosine triphosphate (GTP)–bound state, Rheb assumes an “on”
conformation and, through a largely unexplored molecular mechanism,
potently activates the protein kinase mammalian target of rapamycin
(mTOR), the master regulator of global cellular protein synthesis and growth
(11). mTOR influences the extent of cellular protein translation by phosphorylation and inhibition of 4E-BP1, a negative regulator of eukaryotic
translation initiation factor 4E (eIF4E) (12, 13). Another mTOR target,
p70S6 kinase (p70S6K), broadly influences translation through the phosphorylation and activation of eIF4B and inhibition of eIF2 kinase (14)
(fig. S1).
TSC2 is a GTPase-activating protein (GAP) and mediates this effect
by interacting with its target proteins through its C-terminal GAP domain, which is homologous to that of Rap1GAP (7–10). Upon interacting
with TSC2, GTP hydrolysis by Rheb is accelerated, which results in a
conformational transition to the guanosine diphosphate (GDP)–bound
“off ” state of Rheb (15) and decreased mTOR activity. TSC2 (also known
as tuberin) heterodimerizes with TSC1 (also known as hamartin) (16) to
form a complex that integrates a number of homeostatic signals within
the cell, including growth factors, nutrients, oxygen, and cellular energy
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status (11, 17–21) (fig. S1). In response to cytokines and growth factors,
the stability of the complex is disrupted through the phosphorylation of
TSC2 by Akt (18, 19, 22), extracellular signal–regulated kinase (ERK)
(23), or ribosomal S6 kinase (RSK) (24), as well as through the phosphorylation of TSC1 by cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (CDK1) (25) or inhibitor of nuclear factor kB (IkB) kinase b (IKKb) (26). On the other
hand, the TSC1-TSC2 complex is stabilized when TSC2 is phosphorylated
by adenosine monophosphate (AMP)–activated protein kinase (AMPK) or
glycogen synthase kinase 3 (GSK-3) in response to depletion of cellular
energy (21, 27) or through its interaction with the protein regulated in
development and DNA damage responses (REDD1) in response to hypoxia (28).
Rheb is most closely related to the small GTPases H-Ras and Rap2,
but differences in some key amino acid residues suggest that Rheb has
a unique molecular mechanism of action, in particular the presence of
an arginine residue (Arg15) in the conserved position homologous to
Gly12 of Ras. Mutations in Gly12 of Ras hinder its intrinsic GTPase activity and decrease its susceptibility to the activity of RasGAP (29–33).
Consistent with this, Rheb exhibits a lower intrinsic rate of GTPase activity than that of Ras; however, the substitution Arg15→Gly15 is not
sufficient to increase the GTPase activity of Rheb (2, 34, 35). Further,
although Rheb has a potentially catalytic glutamine residue (Gln64),
which is equivalent to Gln61 of Ras, the crystal structure of Rheb shows
that Gln64 is buried in a hydrophobic pocket in an orientation that is
incompatible with any involvement in catalysis (15) (Fig. 1A).
The molecular parameters underlying the low intrinsic GTPase activity of Rheb are not well understood, and the mechanism by which
TSC2 catalyzes GTP hydrolysis is not clear. To study these mechanisms,
we took advantage of advances in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy to develop a quantitative, dynamic, structure-based, real-time
enzymatic assay to measure the GTPase activity of Rheb. With this method, we obtained a time-resolved record of intrinsic hydrolysis of GTP by
Rheb and determined the reaction rates of wild-type (WT) and mutant
Rheb proteins, directly probing the molecular mechanism of hydrolysis.
Moreover, we examined the GAP activity of several TSC2 polypeptides,
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Tuberous sclerosis complex 2 (TSC2), whose gene is frequently mutated in tuberous sclerosis, increases
the guanosine triphosphatase (GTPase) activity of the small heterotrimeric GTP-binding protein (G protein)
Rheb, thus resulting in the decreased activity of the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), the master
regulator of cell growth. Here, we describe the development of a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)–
based, quantitative, real-time assay to explore the molecular mechanism of the intrinsic and TSC2catalyzed GTPase activity of Rheb. We confirmed that TSC2 accelerated GTP hydrolysis by Rheb 50-fold
through an “asparagine-thumb” mechanism to substitute for the nonfunctional “catalytic” glutamine of
Rheb and we determined that catalysis was enthalpy driven. Most, but not all, of the disease-associated
GTPase-activating protein (GAP) domain mutants of TSC2 that we examined affected its enzymatic activity. This method can now be applied to study the function and regulation of other GTPases.
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including disease-associated GAP domain mutants and engineered variants, providing a quantitative measure of their activity and dissecting
the molecular mechanism of TSC2 GAP activity.
RESULTS

Structural distinction of nucleotide-dependent changes
in Rheb by NMR
Based on the distinct structures of the crystalline forms of Rheb-GTP
and Rheb-GDP (15), we anticipated that the NMR spectra of Rheb in
solution would exhibit nucleotide-specific differences. We expressed

the G-domain of Rheb (amino acid residues 1 to 169) in Escherichia coli
and collected the 1H-15N heteronuclear single-quantum coherence (HSQC)
NMR spectra of purified Rheb bound to either GDP or the nonhydrolyzable
GTP analog guanosine 5′-[b,g-imido]triphosphate (GMPPNP), respectively. The analysis of Rheb-GDP yielded a well-dispersed, high-quality
HSQC spectrum (Fig. 1B), and backbone resonance assignments of about
140 peaks were obtained with standard triple-resonance NMR experiments (36) (fig. S2A). A stretch of residues within the switch II region
(residues 66 to 73) could not be assigned because of peak broadening,
which presumably arose from intermediate time-scale exchange between
two or more conformational states. Analysis of Rheb-GMPPNP also
produced a well-dispersed HSQC spectrum in which about half of the
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Fig. 1. Structure of Rheb and NMR spectral changes upon nucleotide cycling.
(A) Crystal structure of Rheb-GDP [based
on Protein Data Bank (PDB) 1XTQ (15)]
with key structural elements and residues indicated. (B) 1H-15N HSQC spectra
of Rheb in the GDP- and GMPPNP-bound
states (black and red, respectively) with
assignments of key residues and arrows
to track changes in chemical shift. Full
assignments are shown in fig. S2. Each
spectrum represents an accumulation of
16 scans requiring a collection time of
80 min. (C) Secondary structure of Rheb
and changes in chemical shift for RhebGDP versus Rheb-GMPPNP. Where residues were assigned in both spectra,
normalized changes in chemical shift
were calculated. Blue dots indicate residues that were not assigned in the
GMPPNP-bound state and red dots indicate those residues that were not assigned for Rheb-GDP.
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peaks exhibited chemical shift changes relative to those of Rheb-GDP,
whereas a number of peaks were nearly superimposable on those of the
Rheb-GDP spectrum (Fig. 1B). Broadening or complete loss of peaks
were also observed. Residue-specific assignment was possible for 130
cross peaks in the 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of GMPPNP-bound Rheb
(fig. S2B); however, residues corresponding to the switch I region (residues 31 to 42) were broadened and could not be assigned. This observation is consistent with the conformational heterogeneity of the switch
regions seen in other GTPases (37).
Comparison of the HSQC spectra of GDP- and GMPPNP-bound Rheb
identified elements associated with nucleotide-dependent structural changes.
Specifically, amino acid residues in and around the nucleotide-binding
pocket, including the P loop (residues 10 to 20) and switch II region (residues 60 to 65) displayed prominent changes in chemical shift (Fig. 1C).
Chemical shift index (CSI) values (38) calculated for the assigned residues were in full agreement with the secondary structures of Rheb previously determined by x-ray crystallography (15) (fig. S3).
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Development of a real-time, NMR-based assay for the
analysis of the GTPase activity of Rheb
Because our HSQC spectra distinguish Rheb bound to the GTP analog
from GDP-bound Rheb, we set out to monitor the change in the relative
proportions of GTP-bound and GDP-bound Rheb over time as a way to
measure the GTPase activity of Rheb. To load Rheb with unmodified
GTP, it was incubated overnight with a 10-fold excess of GTP in the presence of 10 mM EDTA to promote nucleotide exchange and then saturated
with Mg2+ and desalted by gel filtration (39) (fig. S4). EDTA was used to
chelate Mg2+ and weaken the binding of nucleotide, whereas the subsequent
addition of Mg2+ served to stabilize GTP binding to Rheb. The resulting
Rheb preparations were typically >90% loaded with GTP (determined
from peak ratios in 15N HSQC spectra) and produced HSQC spectra similar to those of Rheb-GMPPNP.
To probe the intrinsic GTPase activity of Rheb in real time, multiple
15
N HSQC spectra of freshly prepared Rheb-GTP (400 mM, at 19°C)
were collected successively during the hydrolysis reaction, initially every
5 min and then with decreasing frequency. The combination of highfield NMR (800 MHz) and a highly sensitive cryoprobe allowed us to
collect reproducible spectra with high signal-to-noise ratios in less than
5 min (Fig. 2A). The first spectrum consisted of prominent cross peaks
corresponding to Rheb-GTP with a subset of cross peaks from Rheb-GDP
visible just above the noise level. As the hydrolysis of nucleotide proceeded, peaks corresponding to Rheb-GDP increased in intensity, while
the peaks corresponding to Rheb-GTP decreased. Both sets of peaks exhibited similar intensities at ∼12 hours, and by 44 hours the peaks corresponding to Rheb-GTP were reduced to the level of noise, indicating
the complete turnover of GTP (Fig. 2A and fig. S5).
The intensities of each Rheb-GTP and Rheb-GDP cross peak were
extracted from the spectra collected at each time point and the peak heights
of well-resolved “reporter residues” were plotted against time (fig. S6).
Peak heights corresponding to Rheb-GTP or Rheb-GDP were normalized
to the initial spectrum (GTP-bound) and the final spectrum (GDP-bound),
respectively, and well-resolved peaks were grouped based on their position within the structure of Rheb. Amino acid residues in each of four
regions, (i) the b1 strand and the P loop, (ii) the switch I region, (iii) the
b3 strand, the switch II region, and the b4 strand, and (iv) the a3 helix
produced GTP-specific peaks that decreased in intensity with singlephase exponential decay kinetics and GDP-specific peaks that appeared
with the same kinetics (Fig. 2B). These structural elements were near the
nucleotide-binding site or the switch regions, consistent with the notion
that the observed changes in NMR spectra reflect the GTPase reaction.
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Fig. 2. Intrinsic GTPase activity of Rheb. (A) Snapshots of the HSQC
spectra of GTP-loaded Rheb taken throughout the time course of GTP
hydrolysis (time indicated in minutes). Peaks specific to Rheb-GTP are
indicated in red, peaks corresponding to Rheb-GDP that appear as hydrolysis occurs are indicated in blue, and peaks that do not change with
hydrolysis are labeled in black. (B) Peak heights for Rheb residues
corresponding to GTP-bound (dark colors, normalized to T = 0) and
GDP-bound (light colors, normalized to the end point of the hydrolysis
reaction) states versus time. Residues are grouped according to structural elements and are colored to correspond to Fig. 1A. For each region,
data points for a single residue are indicated in red or black (Y14, F31,
Q57, K97, Q139, and A167). These data are derived from a representative GTPase experiment, with each time point representing two scans
collected over 5 min.
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Fig. 3. Intrinsic GTPase activity
B
A
and sensitivity to GAP activity
of WT and mutant Rheb. (A)
Hydrolysis of GTP by WT Rheb
T
alone (triangles) or in the presx
k
ence of TSC21525–1742 (squares)
presented as a fraction of GDP
for each time point based on peak
T
heights [IGDP/(IGDP + IGTP)] averx
k
x
k
aged for 22 residues. Error bars
x
k
represent standard deviation of
the fraction of GDP reported by the
22 residues. (B) Intrinsic GTPase
activity of Rheb mutants R15G (blue diamonds) and Q64L (red circles) compared to that of WT Rheb (black triangles). Each curve is derived from a
representative GTPase assay with multiple time points, each representing two scans.

Characterization of the TSC2-GAP–catalyzed
GTPase activity of Rheb
To investigate the activity and mechanism of action of the GAP domain
of TSC2 (TSC2-GAP) with our NMR-based assay, various TSC2-GAP
domain polypeptides were designed in light of its predicted secondary structure and homology to Rap1GAP. Among the constructs tested,

we found that a polypeptide consisting of amino acid residues 1525 to
1742 of TSC2 (TSC21525–1742) exhibited the best expression and stability in E. coli. The N-terminal boundary of this construct was chosen so as to encompass all residues homologous to the catalytic
domain of Rap1GAP. The C terminus of the construct was limited
by the presence of a proteolytically labile site, which we identified
by mass spectrometry as the Ala1742 to Arg1743 peptide linkage. Addition of TSC21525–1742 to Rheb-GTP at a 1:2 molar ratio increased
Rheb’s rate of GTP hydrolysis by 50-fold to 3.1 × 10−2 min−1 (Fig.
3A). Apart from accelerating the conversion of Rheb-GTP to RhebGDP, the GAP domain of TSC21525–1742 did not cause any discernable
changes in the HSQC spectrum. Even when the GAP domain of
TSC21525–1742 was added to GMPPNP-bound Rheb at a 1:1 molar ratio,
no changes in the HSQC spectrum of Rheb were detected.
To assess the thermodynamic properties of the intrinsic and GAPaccelerated GTPase activities of Rheb, we examined the hydrolysis of
GTP by Rheb alone and in the presence of the GAP domain of
TSC21525–1742 at different temperatures. Using Arrhenius plots of reaction rate versus temperature (Fig. 4A), we calculated thermodynamic activation parameters for the hydrolysis of GTP, which allowed us to probe
the unstable transition state that represents an energy barrier on the reaction pathway toward product formation. The minimum energy required
to drive the reaction beyond this threshold is called the activation enthalpy (DH ‡). The reaction rate also depends on the activation entropy (DS ‡):
the difference in entropy between the ground state and the transition
state. Large negative values of DS ‡ indicate that disorder is reduced
upon formation of the transition state, which is unfavorable for catalysis. Enzymes generally decrease DG ‡, the free energy of activation (DG‡ = DH ‡ − TDS ‡), through stabilization of the transition state,
which lowers the enthalpic component (DH ‡). Compared to the hydrolysis of GTP in water, Rheb reduces DH ‡ by 16.9 kJ/mol with little
effect on DS ‡, thus reducing DG ‡ by 16.7 kJ/mol (Fig. 4B). Ras also
promotes hydrolysis of GTP by reducing DH ‡, but to a greater extent
than does Rheb (−21.5 kJ/mol) (44), resulting in a markedly faster reaction rate. The addition of substoichiometric quantities of the GAP domain of TSC21525–1742 (1:7 molar ratio) to Rheb further lowered DG ‡
by 6.8 kJ/mol at 25°C, consistent with the 50-fold increase in reaction
rate. A substantial reduction in activation enthalpy by TSC2-GAP
(DDH ‡ = −46.3 kJ/mol) was largely offset by an unfavorable decrease
in activation entropy (−TDDS ‡ = 39.5 kJ/mol at 25°C), resulting in the
modest overall reduction in free energy of activation. Taken together, the
observed decreases in the enthalpic barriers for GTP hydrolysis by Rheb
and Rheb–TSC2-GAP complex are consistent with a conventional enzymatic mechanism involving stabilization of the transition state.
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In contrast, peaks corresponding to residues in the a4 and a5 helices
displayed nearly identical positions and intensities (Fig. 2B). In total,
dynamic changes in 22 amino acid residues of Rheb were used to derive
a single curve reflective of the GTPase reaction (Fig. 3A). The fraction
of Rheb bound to GDP was calculated on the basis of the intensity of
each of the 22 peaks [IGDP/(IGDP + IGTP)] at each time point and the
averaged data fit an exponential decay curve with a rate of 6.7 × 10−4
min−1, indicative of a GTP half-life of 1029 min (Fig. 3A).
Atypical of Ras subfamily members, Rheb contains an arginine residue
(Arg15) (Fig. 1A) at a position in which glycine is conserved (for example,
Gly12 in Ras). Mutations of Gly12 (including Gly12→Arg12) reduce the
intrinsic GTPase activity of Ras and severely impair the ability of RasGAPs
to promote GTP hydrolysis by Ras (30–33, 40–43). In mammalian cells,
Rheb proteins with mutations in Arg15 exhibit similar GTP loading to
WT Rheb and no difference in downstream signaling processes; however,
the Rheb Arg15→Gly15 mutant is partially resistant to the GAP activity of
overexpressed TSC2 (34, 35). To examine the importance of Arg15 for GTP
hydrolysis, the GTPase activity of the Arg15→Gly15 mutant Rheb was assessed by NMR. Consistent with previous studies, we found that this “Raslike” mutation did not improve the catalytic activity of Rheb. Rather, this
mutation decreased the intrinsic GTPase activity of Rheb by 25% (Fig.
3B), which has not been previously reported likely due to the limitations
of thin-layer chromatography (TLC) as a detection method for measuring
GTPase activity. Relative to the effect of mutation of the catalytic Gln61 of
Ras, mutation of the homologous residue (Gln64) in Rheb has less effect on
GTP loading (35); however, the cell-based assay used could not completely distinguish between the effects of the mutation on the intrinsic GTPase
activity of Rheb and those that affected the sensitivity of Rheb to GAP
activity. Based on its orientation in the solved crystal structure of Rheb,
it has been suggested that Gln64 may not participate in the hydrolysis of
GTP (15). In our assay, a Gln64→Leu64 mutant of Rheb had only slightly
decreased catalytic activity compared to that of WT Rheb (Fig. 3B), further
supporting the conclusion that, unlike in Ras, the conserved glutamine is
not involved in hydrolysis. Taken together, these data provide a dynamic
and quantitative measure of the GTPase activity of Rheb that is in full
agreement with previous in vivo and in vitro studies, thus suggesting that
our assay would also be useful for the study of the GAP activity of TSC2.

RESEARCH ARTICLE
similar to that of the Arg15→Gly15 mutant of Rheb alone. Whereas we
had determined that the Gln64→Leu64 mutation did not affect the intrinsic
rate of hydrolysis of GTP by Rheb (Fig. 3B), we next investigated whether
Gln64 was involved in the GAP-catalyzed hydrolysis of GTP. Indeed, Rheb
Gln64→Leu64 was substantially less susceptible to the GAP activity of
TSC21525–1742, exhibiting a reaction rate 60% lower than that of WT Rheb
in the presence of TSC2-GAP (Fig. 5F), which suggests that Gln64 may
play some role in the mechanism by which the GAP domain of TSC2 increases the rate of GTP hydrolysis by Rheb.

Probing the catalytic mechanism
of action of TSC2-GAP

Unlike the “arginine finger” mechanism used by the Ras and Rho GAPs
to increase the GTPase activities of their target G proteins (30, 45), the
TSC2-GAP homolog, Rap1GAP, uses an asparagine residue (Asn290) to
promote nucleotide hydrolysis in the asparagine-thumb mechanism (46).
The analogous residue in TSC2 (Asn1643) is mutated to Lys, Ile, or His in
patients with tuberous sclerosis (47–50), leading to deregulation of downstream signaling through Rheb (7, 35). To assess the role of Asn1643 in the
GAP activity of TSC2, we used our NMR-based assay to analyze TSC2 proteins mutated at this position. Mutation of Asn1643→Ala1643 in TSC21525–1742
completely abolished its activity as a GAP (Fig. 5C), revealing that this residue is essential to the catalytic mechanism of TSC2. To investigate the role of
the functional groups of the side chain of Asn1643 in catalysis, this residue was
mutated to Asp. Complete loss of activity in the Asn1643→Asp1643 mutant of
TSC21525–1742 (Fig. 5C) showed that the amide group of the side chain was
essential for catalysis. Moreover, the conservative mutation Asn1643→Gln1643,
which preserves the functional group but extends the side chain, completely
eliminated activity (Fig. 5C), highlighting a strict requirement for precise
positioning of the catalytic carboxamide. Finally, to determine whether
TSC2 and Rheb could coordinate a RasGAP-like arginine finger mechanism, an arginine residue was incorporated in place of Asn1643 of TSC2,
which resulted in complete loss of its functions as a GAP (Fig. 5C).
To further dissect the catalytic mechanism, TSC2-GAP activity toward
various Rheb mutants was assessed. The GTPase activity of the Arg15→Gly15
mutant of Rheb was stimulated only 3.5-fold by TSC21525–1742 compared to the
50-fold enhancement of the GTPase activity of WT Rheb by TSC21525–1742
(Fig. 5F), consistent with a previous finding that this mutant is partially
resistant to the GAP activity of TSC2 (35). Considering that RasGAP
promotes GTP hydrolysis by Ras through an arginine finger mechanism
(Fig. 6B), we examined whether a more “Ras-like” Arg15→Gly15 mutant
of Rheb could be affected by a “RasGAP-like” mutant of TSC2 by measuring
the GTPase activity of the Arg15→Gly15 Rheb mutant in the presence of the
arginine finger TSC21525–1742 GAP mutant, TSC21525–1742 Asn1643→Arg1643,
and found that the rate of GTP hydrolysis [k = (6.4 ± 0.5) × 10−4 min−1] was

Certain mutations found in TSC2 of patients with tuberous sclerosis map to
the GAP domain of TSC2 (Fig. 5A) (48). Although mutations of Asn1643
directly affect the GAP activity of TSC2 (7, 35), there has been no systematic characterization of the activities of other TSC2-GAP mutants. We applied
our assay to examine how six disease-associated mutations affected the
ability of TSC2 to act as a GAP. We chose to examine the effects of one mutation of the catalytic Asn (Asn1643→Ile1643) (50, 51), two mutations found
within a predicted helix that contains the catalytic residue, His1640→Tyr1640
(52) and Lys1638→Asn1638 (51), as well as three disease-associated mutations
that are predicted to map to surface-exposed regions of the GAP domain
proximal to the catalytic Asn1643, Glu1558→Lys1558 (49, 53), Leu1594→Met1594
(48), and Asp1690→Tyr1690 (54) (Fig. 5B). The quality of each TSC2-GAP
mutant protein preparation was assessed from their gel-filtration chromatograms and circular dichroism (CD) spectra (fig. S7). Consistent with the loss
of activity associated with four other mutations of the catalytic Asn (Fig.
5C), the TSC21525–1742 Asn1643→Ile1643 mutant was inactive (Fig. 5D). Likewise, disease-associated mutations of His1640 and Lys1638, proximal to Asn1643,
as well as the more distal residue Glu1558 each eliminated the GAP activity of TSC2 (Fig. 5D). The conservative substitution Leu1594→Met1594 resulted in an about 80% reduction in the GAP activity of TSC2 compared
to that of WT TSC2 (Fig. 5D). Conversely, the Asp1690→Tyr1690 mutation
did not impair the GAP activity of TSC2, indicating that its effect on the
pathology of tuberous sclerosis likely does not involve direct modulation
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Fig. 4. Thermodynamic activation parameters for GTP hydrolysis by Rheb
and the GAP domain of TSC2. (A) Arrhenius plots for GTP hydrolysis by
Rheb alone (triangles) and in the presence of TSC21525–1742 (squares).
Each data point represents a rate calculated from a representative
GTPase assay consisting of 40 and 20 time points for Rheb alone and

Rheb with TSC2, respectively. (B) Summary of thermodynamic activation
parameters [free energy of activation (DG‡), activation enthalpy (DH‡),
and activation entropy (TDS‡) in kilojoules per mole] calculated for GTP
hydrolysis by Rheb and Rheb–TSC2-GAP in this study, and, by way of
comparison, for GTP alone, Ras, and Ras-RasGAP from Kötting et al. (64).
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Analysis of tuberous sclerosis–associated GAP domain
mutations of TSC2
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of GAP activity. It should be noted that all of the described TSC2 mutants
produced similar CD spectra, except for Glu1558→Lys1558, which exhibited a CD spectrum that was slightly different from that of WT TSC2 (fig
S7B). The spectrum of the Glu1558→Lys1558 mutant was likely of poor quality because it was collected at a substantially lower concentration of protein
than was the case for the other TSC2 mutants, due to its limited solubility
and recovery when expressed in E. coli. Judged by this spectrum and its
reduced solubility, we cannot rule out the possibility that the lack of GAP
activity of this mutant could be due to partial misfolding of the protein.

Mapping the TSC2-GAP–binding site of Rheb
The GAP activities of the assayed disease-associated mutant TSC2 proteins highlighted some of the residues required for catalysis of GTP hy-
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Fig. 5. Mutational analysis of the
GAP activity of TSC2. (A) Domain
map of TSC2 and the GAP domain
construct indicating the positions
of mutations investigated in this
study. (B) Model of the GAP domain
of TSC2 (residues 1539 to 1721)
based on its homology to Rap1GAP
(PDB 1SRQ) showing the position
of the putative asparagine thumb,
Asn1643. The predicted locations of
disease-associated and engineered
mutations analyzed in this study are
shown and the predicted helix that
supports the asparagine thumb is
highlighted in yellow. (C) GAP activity of Asn1643 mutants of TSC21525–1742
(N1643A, purple X; N1643D, red circles; N1643Q, blue inverted triangles;
N1643R, green diamonds) versus WT
TSC21525–1742 (black squares) and
the intrinsic GTPase activity of Rheb
alone (black triangles). (D) Effects
of disease-associated mutations on
the GAP activity of TSC21525–1742
(N1643I, blue squares; H1640Y, purple X; K1638N, orange diamonds;
E1558K, dark red inverted triangles;
L1594M, red diamonds; D1690Y,
green circles; and WT TSC21525–1742,
black squares). (E) Effects of engineered mutations on the GAP activity
of TSC21525–1742 (D1598A, black circles; E1602A, green triangle; F1666A,
pink diamonds). (F) GAP-catalyzed
GTP hydrolysis by Rheb R15G (green
diamonds) and Q64L (orange circles) relative to that of WT Rheb
(black squares). Each curve in (C)
to (F) presents the result of a representative GTPase assay in which
each time point is an average of
two scans and the error bars indicate
the standard deviation of the fraction of GDP reported by 22 residues.

drolysis, binding to Rheb, or both. To map the Rheb-binding site on the
TSC2-GAP domain in more detail, we engineered several mutations of
TSC2 that have not been reported in patients with tuberous sclerosis.
Phe1666 is a conserved residue that is predicted to be spatially adjacent
to the asparagine thumb and is homologous to a Rap1GAP residue implicated in binding to Rap1 (55). The Phe1666→Ala1666 mutation reduced
the GAP activity of the mutant protein by 95% compared to that of WT
TSC2 (Fig. 5E). Asp1598 and Glu1602, together with the disease-associated
site Leu1594, reside within a predicted loop homologous to a region
of Rap1GAP that is involved in extensive contacts with Rap1. Surprisingly, the Asp1598→Ala1598 and Glu1602→Ala1602 mutants of TSC2 exhibited
full GAP activity. Taken together, our systematic analysis of TSC2-GAP
mutants revealed certain similarities between TSC2 and Rap1GAP within
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talysis or by binding to the GAP. (B) Rap1 lacks the catalytic Gln61,
which is replaced by an asparagine thumb provided by Rap1GAP.
SwI, switch I; SwII switch II. (C) RasGAP provides an arginine finger,
which is directly involved in catalysis and stabilizes the catalytic Gln61
to promote activity.

the catalytic core, but key differences within the adjacent, partially conserved regions.

fied nucleotides (56), and it cannot be predicted a priori whether a
fluorescent label might interfere with the interactions between a
GTPase and its regulators. The method presented here also eliminates
many of the shortcomings of traditional approaches in that only wellfolded protein contributes to the numeric output. Further, kinetic
information is gathered for individual residues and can be directly
correlated with the specific structural elements within the examined
protein. Finally, our NMR-based method does not require chemical
modifications of either the GTPase or the substrate, thus eliminating
the biases introduced by their alterations.

DISCUSSION

Based on the unique property of small GTPases that they tightly associate with both the substrate and the product of their enzymatic activity, thus assuming two distinct conformations, we have developed an
NMR-based, real-time assay to analyze the intrinsic GTPase activity of
Rheb and the GAP activity of TSC2. The present study is the first example of the use of two-dimensional heteronuclear NMR spectroscopy
to provide a real-time comprehensive assay of the reaction kinetics of
nucleotide hydrolysis by a heterotrimeric GTP-binding protein (G protein).
This method relies on dynamic monitoring of changes in the chemical
shifts of each amino acid residue, which are dependent on nucleotideinduced changes in the chemical environment and the structure of the
protein. Among existing GTPase assays, those that use TLC or highperformance liquid chromatography (HPLC) to separate reaction
products after the incubation of [b-32P]GTP-loaded G protein are not
consistent with determination of reaction kinetics or detection of subtle differences in GTPase activity. Although fluorescently tagged nucleotides have enabled real-time measurements of GTP hydrolysis for
certain GTPases, not all G proteins are compatible with these modi-

Mechanistic aspects of intrinsic and TSC2-GAP–
catalyzed hydrolysis of GTP by Rheb
Our work provides a quantitative measure of the rate of GTP hydrolysis
by Rheb (with a half-life of ∼17 hours at 19°C), which is 12- to 55-fold
lower than the rates measured for various Ras isoforms (44, 57–59).
Consistently, previous end point measurements and metabolic labeling
experiments have suggested that the intrinsic rate of GTP hydrolysis
by Rheb is lower than that of Ras (2, 7, 35, 60, 61), and that Rheb
isolated from cells is predominantly in the activated, GTP-bound state
(8, 34, 35).
The high fidelity of our real-time, NMR-based assay allowed us to explore the activity of a minimal GAP domain of TSC2, which was previ-
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Fig. 6. Mechanisms of GAP activity. (A) TSC2 provides an asparagine
thumb that substitutes for the Gln64 residue of Rheb, which is not catalytic but may form a protein-protein interaction with the GAP domain.
Arg15, which is not involved in the intrinsic mechanism of GTP hydrolysis, plays a role in the GAP-catalyzed reaction, either by promoting ca-
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Thermodynamic considerations of GTP hydrolysis by
Rheb and TSC2-GAP
We studied the temperature dependence of rates of GTP hydrolysis and
compared the thermodynamic activation parameters for the hydrolysis
of GTP by Rheb to those previously reported for Ras. Like Ras, Rheb
catalyzes GTP hydrolysis primarily by lowering the activation enthalpy,
although Rheb is less potent than Ras (DDH ‡ = −16.9 kJ/mol for Rheb
compared to DDH ‡ = −21.7 kJ/mol for Ras), resulting in a higher free
energy of activation (99.9 kJ/mol compared to 92.4 kJ/mol) and a slower
reaction rate (Fig. 4, A and B). Addition of the GAP domain of TSC2 to Rheb
substantially reduced the activation enthalpy (from 87.6 to 41.3 kJ/mol),
which was offset in part by a large decrease in activation entropy (from
−12.3 to −51.8 kJ/mol). This is in contrast to the RasGAP neurofibromin
(NF1), which drives the hydrolysis of GTP by increasing the activation
entropy (−9.6 to +39 kJ/mol for the cleavage reaction) (64). This increase in entropy is achieved by an unconventional mechanism in which
displacement of ordered water molecules from the Ras-binding pocket
upon insertion of the arginine finger of NF1 provides an entropic contribution of free energy that may be used toward bond cleavage.
In contrast, our results indicate that TSC2 uses a more conventional
enthalpy-driven enzymatic reaction mechanism, which typically involves
stabilization of the transition state through electrostatic interactions (65).
The thermodynamic differences between NF1 and TSC2 indicate distinct
structural bases for the reactions. The asparagine thumb of TSC2 does
not fill the nucleotide-binding pocket of Rheb and is unlikely to displace
water molecules. Rather, formation of a structurally stabilized GAP domainRheb complex may be entropically unfavorable. The asparagine thumb
likely contributes to the reduced activation enthalpy in a manner analogous to that of Gln61 of Ras; however, the large effect on DH ‡ suggests that
auxiliary mechanisms may contribute to GTP hydrolysis. These results
show that the entropic mechanism proposed for RasGAP by Kötting
and co-workers (64) cannot be generalized for all GAPs. Further structural studies will be needed to fully elucidate the details of the catalytic
activity of GAP domain of TSC2.

The effect of polymorphisms and disease-associated
mutations of TSC2
Our analysis has shown that most disease-associated mutants of TSC2
affect its catalytic activity. Based on the shared asparagine thumb–based
catalytic mechanism and sequence homology between Rap1GAP and TSC2,
we analyzed the GAP activity of a series of tuberous sclerosis–associated
mutations in TSC2 that were predicted to occur at surface residues (Fig.
5B). Consistent with our analysis of other mutations of the asparagine thumb
(Fig. 5C), the disease mutation Asn1643→Ile1643 (50, 51) eliminated the
activity of the GAP domain of the mutant TSC2, which strongly suggested
that the inability to inactivate Rheb underlies the pathogenesis of this mutation, as is likely the case with the other disease-associated mutations at
this position: Asn1643→His1643 (49) and Asn1643→Lys1643 (48).
The catalytic Asn of Rap1GAP is situated at the C terminus of an
eight-residue helix (46), which is conserved in TSC2. We found that tuberous sclerosis–associated mutations in two invariant residues within
this helix, His1640→Tyr1640 (52) and Lys1638→Asn1638 [Leiden Open Variation Database (LOVD)], eliminated GAP activity (Fig. 5D). The solved
structures of Rap1GAP (46, 55) suggest that these residues, which correspond to His287 and Lys285 in Rap1GAP, respectively, are important for
proper positioning of the helix, and thus of the catalytic Asn of TSC2,
for catalysis. The Lys285 residue of Rap1GAP forms an intramolecular
salt bridge with the invariant Glu207, and mutation of either of these residues profoundly impairs the activity of Rap1GAP (46, 55, 66). Likewise, a tuberous sclerosis–associated TSC2 mutant, Glu1558→Lys1558
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ously thought to be inactive (35, 46). We found that relatively high concentrations of the GAP domain of TSC2 were required to stimulate the
GTPase reaction of Rheb (200 to 400 mM [15N]Rheb was used to achieve
high signal-to-noise ratios in the assay and the GAP domain of TSC2
added was half of that of [15N]Rheb). Under these conditions, the measured half-life of GTP was ∼22 min, similar to that determined by the
HPLC-based assay reported by Scrima et al. (55). In contrast, when the
GAP domain of TSC2 was used at a 1:50 molar ratio relative to Rheb,
there was no enhancement of the GTP hydrolysis rate by Rheb [k = (5.2 ±
0.6) × 10−4 min−1]. The methodology developed here lays the groundwork
for the characterization of full-length TSC2 and the TSC1-TSC2 heterodimer, which may determine whether other domains in this molecular
complex contribute to its affinity for Rheb or to catalysis of the GTPase
activity of Rheb.
GAP domains are diverse both in their structures and in the mechanisms
by which they act on their cognate G proteins (62). RasGAPs stabilize
the Gln61 residue of Ras in a catalytically competent position and insert
an arginine finger that interacts with the b and g phosphates of GTP and
stabilizes the transition state of the hydrolysis reaction (30). Although
they are structurally divergent, RhoGAPs also function by a remarkably
similar mechanism (45). The GAP domain of TSC2 is distinct from those
of other GAPs, but is homologous to the catalytic domain of Rap1GAP,
which uses a catalytic, asparagine thumb that appears to substitute for
the catalytic glutamine that is absent in Rap1 (46, 55, 63). Our results
strongly support the asparagine-thumb mechanism for the action of the
GAP domain of TSC2, because mutation of Asn1643 to Ala, Asp, Gln,
Arg, or Ile completely eliminated its GAP activity (Fig. 5, C and D).
Inactivation of the GAP activity of TSC2 by the Asn1643→Asp1643 mutation (Fig. 5C) highlighted the importance of the amide group. The
complete loss of GAP activity of TSC2 after the Asn1643→Gln1643 mutation (Fig. 5C) showed the strict requirement for the appropriate positioning
of the carboxamide of the asparagine thumb, which may interact with the
nucleophilic water molecule (55). Not surprisingly, the Asn1643→Arg1643
mutant TSC2 protein failed to act as a GAP with either WT Rheb or the
Ras-like Arg15→Gly15 mutant of Rheb, indicating that the GAP domain of
TSC2 is incompatible with an arginine finger–like catalytic mechanism.
Given the importance of the Asn1643 residue of TSC2 for catalysis of
GTP hydrolysis by Rheb, we investigated whether this residue replaced
the Gln64 of Rheb during GTP hydrolysis. The Gln64→Leu64 mutant of
Rheb was less sensitive than WT Rheb to the GAP activity of TSC2; however, the rate of its hydrolysis of GTP was still stimulated >20-fold by the
GAP domain of TSC2 (Fig. 5F), implying that Gln64 of Rheb, unlike
Gln61 of Ras, did not directly participate in GTP hydrolysis (Fig. 6).
Rather, the modest reduction by this substitution of the sensitivity of the
mutant protein to the GAP activity of TSC2 suggested that Gln64 of Rheb
may contribute to proper association or complex formation with the GAP
domain. Similarly, Thr61, which is in the equivalent position in Rap1 to
Gln64 of Rheb, is not catalytic, but its mutation disrupts the interaction
between Rap1 and Rap1GAP (55, 63).
Mutation of Gly12 of Ras not only impairs its intrinsic GTPase activity, but also eliminates the ability of the RasGAPs to promote GTP hydrolysis by Ras (30–33, 40–43). Rheb contains an Arg in the equivalent
position and our results showed that the Arg15→Gly15 mutation had little
effect on the intrinsic rate of GTP hydrolysis, but reduced the sensitivity of mutant Rheb to the GAP activity of TSC21525–1742 by 95% compared to that of WT Rheb. This is consistent with the possibility that
Arg15 of Rheb is critical for the optimal interaction between Rheb and
TSC2. Alternatively, the positively charged side chain of Arg15 may be
aligned by the GAP domain of TSC2 such that it contributes to the
catalytic mechanism.
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Implications for the analysis of other GTPases
The real-time, NMR-based method described here can, in principle, be applied to any G protein, as well as to the analysis of the regulatory effect of
their cognate GAPs and GEFs. In the case of Rheb, considering its relatively low intrinsic GTPase activity, the frequency and the duration of collection of each HSQC spectrum was not a factor in deriving the rate of
GTP hydrolysis. However, for the analysis of more efficient GTPases,
such as Ras and Rho, the temporal resolution of data collection can be
substantially improved on by the recently developed band-selective optimized flip-angle short transient (SOFAST) NMR pulse sequence, which
facilitates collection of two-dimensional heteronuclear multiple quantum
coherence (HMQC) spectra with a temporal resolution of a few seconds
(67). We used this methodology to perform a real-time, NMR-based assay of GAP activity in which each spectrum was collected in 30 s (fig.
S8). The rate of this TSC2-GAP–catalyzed reaction is comparable to the
intrinsic GTPase rate of Ras, and >70 data points were obtained to
monitor the reaction. Capturing the extremely rapid RasGAP-catalyzed
reactions would be challenging, but might be accomplished by titration
of the concentration of the GAP protein to achieve a suitable reaction
rate. Another challenge to studying highly active GTPases is in obtaining
fully GTP-loaded protein preparations. This could be overcome through
the use of photocaged GTP analogs, which remain stable in complex with

the G protein until their activation by a pulse of light (68). Finally, although
the current protocol requires substantial quantities of protein (500 ml of sample at a concentration of ≥200 mM, or >2 mg per assay), we have obtained
reasonable results with as little as 30 ml of sample at a concentration of ≤200
mM (∼100 mg total protein) with a recently developed 1.7-mm microcryoprobe (Bruker Biospin) (fig. S9). Despite these challenges, real-time
NMR enables the acquisition of temporally resolved, structure-specific
data with nonradioactive, unmodified, natural nucleotides, which should
provide further mechanistic detail and a deeper understanding of the nucleotide catalysis reactions of many small GTPases.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation and resonance assignments
The G domain of Rheb (residues 1 to 169, with the C-terminal hypervariable region and the CAAX box truncated) was expressed as a glutathione-Stransferase (GST) fusion protein from PGEX2T in the E. coli strain BL21
DE3 Codon+ by induction with 0.2 mM isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactopyranoside
at 15°C overnight and enriched by binding to a glutathione-Sepharose resin. Rheb was cleaved from GST on the resin with thrombin and further
purified by gel-filtration chromatography (S-75). Recombinant Rheb expressed in E. coli was purified primarily in the GDP-bound form. GMPPNPbound Rheb was prepared by adding an excess of this nonhydrolyzable
GTP analog in the presence of EDTA to decrease the affinity of GDP and
calf instestinal alkaline phosphatase to degrade GDP (39). [13C-15N]Rheb
and deuterated [13C-15N]Rheb were produced in M9 media supplemented
with [13C]glucose and [15N]ammonium chloride, and triple-resonance
experiments were performed to assign backbone resonances (see Supplementary Methods). For GTPase assays, [15N]Rheb was loaded with GTP
by incubation with a 10-fold excess of GTP in the presence of EDTA. After
replenishing Mg2+, excess nucleotide and EDTA were removed with a desalting column and the HSQC spectra were collected as soon as possible.

NMR-based GTPase assay
1
H-15N sensitivity–enhanced HSQC spectra (two scans) were collected on a
Bruker Advance II 800-MHz spectrometer equipped with a 5-mm TCI
CryoProbe. The concentration of Rheb was 0.2 to 0.5 mM, and acquisition
of each spectrum required 5 min. NMR spectra were processed and analyzed
with NMRpipe (69). Cross peaks were picked and assigned in the reference
spectra to create Rheb-GTP (first spectrum) and Rheb-GDP (last spectrum);
peak lists and peak heights were extracted for each spectrum. The fraction of
Rheb in the GDP-bound form [IGDP/(IGDP + IGTP)] was calculated from the
peak intensities (I) of 22 reporter residues, plotted against time, and fit to a
one-phase exponential decay curve. A construct encoding residues 1525 to
1742 of TSC2 was cloned into pGEX2T, expressed in LB medium and purified as described for Rheb. A homology model of the GAP domain of
TSC2 including residues 1539 to 1721 was constructed with SWISSMODEL (70) with Rap1GAP (PDB 1SRQ) as a template. To assay
GTP hydrolysis in the presence of the GAP domain, a reference spectrum
of GTP-loaded Rheb was collected; a small volume of highly concentrated
GAP in NMR buffer was added (in a 1:2 molar ratio) and a series of
spectra were collected, initially at 5-min intervals. Mutants of Rheb and
TSC2 were generated with Quikchange (Stratagene) and sequences were
confirmed by DNA sequencing.

Thermodynamic activation parameters for GTPase
activity of Rheb alone and with TSC2
To measure the thermodynamic activation parameters for GTP hydrolysis by Rheb alone and for the TSC2-GAP–catalyzed reaction, the
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(49, 53), which is homologous to Glu207 of Rap1GAP, abolished its
GAP activity (Fig. 5D), possibly by destabilizing the structure of the
GAP domain.
The complete loss of activity associated with these mutations is
likely due directly to disrupted catalytic function. To identify residues
of the GAP domain of TSC2 involved in binding to Rheb, we analyzed
disease-associated mutations and engineered mutations of residues predicted to be proximal to the catalytic residue in the three-dimensional
structure of TSC2. Phe1666 of TSC2 is conserved and equivalent to
Phe313 of Rap1GAP, which forms part of a hydrophobic binding site
for Rap1 beside the asparagine thumb. The mutation Phe1666→Ala1666
reduced the GAP activity of TSC2 by 95% compared to that of WT
TSC2 (Fig. 5E), suggesting that a hydrophobic patch similar to that of
Rap1GAP plays a role in the docking of Rheb with TSC2. On the other
side of the asparagine thumb, a long loop in Rap1GAP is involved in
extensive protein-protein contacts with Rap1 (55), and several diseaseassociated mutations have been found in the corresponding region of
TSC2, including Leu1594→Met1594 (48), Gly1595→Arg1595 (LOVD), and
Leu1597→Pro1597 (49). Surprisingly, a conservative Leu1594→Met1594 substitution at this position substantially reduced the GAP activity of TSC2
(Fig. 5D). Because fully active Rap1GAP contains a divergent Arg at
the position homologous to the Leu1594 of TSC2, this implicates this
region in determining the specificities of these GAPs toward their cognate GTPases. To examine the role of a conserved residue within this
loop, we designed a mutation of a strictly conserved residue, Asp1598,
which is homologous to Asp244 of Rap1GAP, which appears to be important for binding to Rap1. Nevertheless, the Asp1598→Ala1598 mutation
had no effect on the GAP activity of TSC2, revealing further differences
between Rap1 and TSC2 in this region. Likewise, mutation of TSC2
Glu1602 to Ala did not reduce its GAP activity. Finally, we found that
the disease-associated TSC2 mutation of Asp1690, a residue found variant
in independent cohorts of patients with tuberous sclerosis (LOVD), to Tyr
surprisingly had no effect on GAP activity. Participation of this residue in
the pathology of tuberous sclerosis is likely mediated by another aspect of
TSC2 function, such as its interaction with TSC1, its intracellular
trafficking, its stability, or its susceptibility to regulatory posttranslational
modifications such as phosphorylation.

RESEARCH ARTICLE
NMR-based GTPase assay was performed at four different temperatures
(287, 292, 296, and 301.5 K). TSC21525–1742 was added to Rheb at a
molar ratio of 1:7. Arrhenius plots were constructed by plotting ln(k)
as a function of 1/T and were then used to calculate activation energy
(Ea), activation entropy (DS ‡), activation enthalpy (DH ‡), and free energy
of activation (DG ‡).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
www.sciencesignaling.org/cgi/content/full/2/55/ra3/DC1
Methods
Fig. S1. Role of Rheb in mTOR signaling.
Fig. S2. Spectra of Rheb-GDP and Rheb-GMPPNP.
Fig. S3. Secondary structure and chemical shift index analysis.
Fig. S4. Preparation of Rheb-GTP for GTPase assay.
Fig. S5. Time course of GTP hydrolysis of Rheb-GTP.
Fig. S6. Analysis of Rheb-GTP and Rheb-GDP during GTP hydrolysis.
Fig. S7. Circular dichroism spectra of WT TSC21225–1742 and its variants.
Fig. S8. Further development of real-time NMR method to increase temporal resolution.
Fig. S9. Further development of real-time NMR method to decrease sample requirement.
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